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Meet the Editors at the 2015 Society for
Neuroscience Meeting
The Journal's editors will be present at the American Physiological Society's
booth (booth 2016) during the Society for Neuroscience Mee9ng in Chicago.
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Stop by the booth and learn more about the Journal, provide feedback, and
gain insights about the beneﬁts that the American Physiological Society
oﬀers for Neuroscien9sts.
The Editors will be present at the American Physiological Society booth
(booth 2016) at the following 9mes:
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Editor

Sunday, October 18
9:30-11:00 AM

Bill Yates

Sunday, October 18
1:00-2:30 PM

Bill Yates

Monday, October 19
9:30-11:00 AM

Stefan Everling

Monday, October 19
11:00 AM-12:30 PM

Conny Kopp-Scheinpﬂug

Tuesday, October 20
9:30-11:00 AM

Patsy Dickinson

Tuesday, October 20
11:00 AM-12:30 PM

Christos Constan9nidis

Promotions by the American
Physiological Society During SFN 2015
In addi9on to "Meet the Editors" sessions, the American Physiological
Society will host several promo9ons at booth 2016 during SFN 2015:
Shop at the American Physiological Society Store at booth 2016, and
save on shipping charges. The store oﬀers a variety of branded
merchandise, all with a life sciences theme.
Pick up a number of free items at the booth, including a notepad
containing a recent editorial highligh9ng ini9a9ves by the Journal of
Neurophysiology.
Join the American Physiological Society at the booth or online (using
code JNeuroSfNMarkerIng15) by November 30 to receive a free gi`.
Members of the Society can take advantage of a number of valuable
beneﬁts:
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Free color reproduc9on of ﬁgures in the Journal of
Neurophysiology and other Society journals.
Online subscrip9on to the Journal of Neurophysiology and
other Society journals. Get access to the Journal everywhere!
Access to a variety of awards for you and your trainees,
including the Beverly PaGerson Bishop Award for Excellence
in Neuroscience.
Opportuni9es for service on a variety of commiGees.
Insights into science policy from a ﬁrst-class public aﬀairs staﬀ.

Editor's Picks for SFN 2015
We highlight manuscripts through a number of mechanisms, including our
Facebook, TwiGer, and LinkedIn accounts, Journal Page, and APSselect. In
addi9on to these mechanisms, we have selected a group of manuscripts to
be highlighted at the 2015 Society for Neuroscience mee9ng. Read them
today!
Hippocampus and subregions of the dorsal striatum respond
diﬀerently to a behavioral strategy change on a spaPal navigaPon
task
A neuro-computaPonal model of economic decisions
Brainstem acPvity changes associated with restored sympathePc
drive following CPAP treatment in OSA subjects; A longitudinal
invesPgaPon
Inhibitory input to the direcPon selecPve ganglion cells is saturated
at low contrast
Network eﬀects of deep brain sPmulaPon
SPmulus induced Up states in the dorsal pallium of a weakly electric
ﬁsh

New Award for Neuroscientists:
Beverly Petterson Bishop Award for Excellence
in Neuroscience
Deadline for applicaPon: November 13, 2015.
Online submission at this link.
One of the newest awards oﬀered by the American Physiological Society
(APS) is the Beverly Pecerson Bishop Award for Excellence in Neuroscience.
The award recognizes an APS member who holds an academic rank no
higher than assistant professor and who has demonstrated outstanding
promise based on his/her research program in neuroscience.
The recipient will receive a $20,000 award designated for use in his/her
research program and complimentary registra9on for the Experimental
Biology Mee9ng. The award winner will also be invited to propose a Call for
Manuscripts for the Journal of Neurophysiology. See this link for more
details regarding the applica9on process.
Beverly Bishop (1922 - 2008) was a long9me member of the American
Physiological Society and speciﬁcally the Central Nervous System Sec9on.
Her research exper9se included deﬁning the neural pathways that control
respira9on and mas9ca9on. She was also an award-winning teacher at State
University of New York at Buﬀalo. For more about her accomplishments see
hGp://www.the-aps.org/mm/Membership/Living-History/Bishop.

Help Us Honor Classic Manuscripts
In response to sugges9ons from readers, we have created a CollecPon of
Classic Manuscripts published in the Journal of Neurophysiology. We also
highlight a classic manuscript each Thursday via the "Throwback Thursday"
feature on our Facebook page.
A number of manuscripts have been added to the Classic Manuscript
CollecPon, but we are asking our readers to nominate addi9onal
manuscripts.
You can nominate a manuscript for our Classic Manuscript CollecPon via
this link, or just email the Editor.

Send Us Artwork for Our Cover
Authors of manuscripts accepted by the Journal of Neurophysiology are
invited to submit cover art. Selected cover art is included in the print
version of the Journal, on our website, and in our Cover Art CollecPon.
Cover art is rotated quarterly. The cover art for October-December is from a
review arPcle recently accepted for our CollecPon on the Neurobiology of
Deep Brain SPmulaPon.

Our Collections are Maturing
As more manuscripts submiced for Calls for Manuscripts are accepted, our
CollecPons are maturing. In par9cular, the CollecPons related to some of
our ini9al Calls for Manuscripts have matured into deﬁni9ve virtual journal
volumes on par9cular topics. Read all of our CollecPons, including the
following:
Neurobiology of Deep Brain SPmulaPon
Decision Making: Neural Mechanisms
Neurophysiology of TacPle PercepPon: A Tribute to Steven Hsiao

NeuroForum: A Venue for Trainees
NeuroForum arPcles are commentaries wricen by trainees regarding
interes9ng, recently-published ar9cles in the ﬁeld of neuroscience.
NeuroForum submissions also include mini-reviews that integrate work on a
dynamic topic in neuroscience.
Encourage your trainees to become acquainted with the Journal of
Neurophysiology by submiing to NeuroForum. Please carefully follow the
NeuroForum guidelines when composing and submiing ar9cles.

Calls for Manuscripts
On July 1, we announced three new Calls for Manuscripts:
Auditory System Plas9city
Glial Cells and Neuronal Signaling
Compara9ve Approaches in Neurobiology
Any manuscript type published by the Journal of Neurophysiology can be
submiced for Calls, including reviews (if approved by the Editor), regular
research manuscripts, NeuroForum, and Rapid Reports.
Three addi9onal Calls for Manuscripts were announced earlier in the year;
submissions for these Calls will close on January 1, 2016:
Methods to Understand Brain Connec9ons and Neural Func9on
Neurological Disease and Autonomic Dysfunc9on
Ac9ve Sensing
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